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Mission

Achievements

Educate students professionally to face societal challenges by providing a healthy
learning environment grounded well in the principles of Mechatronics engineering,
promoting creativity, and nurturing teamwork

Program Specific Outcomes
At the end of the course the student will be able to
1. Apply the knowledge of sensors, actuators, controls, mechanical design and modern
software tools to integrate a system for performing specified tasks
2. Articulate design, modelling. analysis and testing of Mechanical products, systems
and controllers using appropriate technology and software tools.

Message from Department Chair
I am happy and enthralled to apprise you all about 6 years
accreditation of Department from NBA, MHRD, GOI.
I attribute this achievement to our hardworking, talented faculties
and ever inquisitive bright minded students. This unprecedented
feat has made us more humble and motivates us to achieve more in
the future.

Dr: Chandrashekhar
Bhat

Guest Lecture
A Guest Lecture by Dr: P.G Diwkar a renowed scientist and director of earth science and disaster management in
the prestigious Indian Space Research Organization was organized by Department of Mechatronics on 31st July
2019.
With the achievements which are globally recognized and appreciated, ISRO's burgeoning growth is not hidden
from anyone. As the nation was thrilled by the latest Chandrayaan Mission, MIT had it's bite.
Dr: Diwakar is well known personality in Space Research and is known for his impeccable research track record
and its extensive work on Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence. With numerous project being pursued and
many in pipeline. MIT was waiting for this for long.
He started of with fleet of achievements and world records which
ISRO currently holds and the upcoming missions which are
poised to mark one. With 177+ missions, putting 105 satellites in
space at once and being trusted by 33 countries, ISRO marks
itself to be a top notch organization. Following the global research
he asserted that ISRO is working on Reusable rockets and Scram
Jets.

Dr Diwakar gave an estimate of total working satellites under
like Communication, Remote Sensing, Navigation and Space
Science which came around 50. These help to Government in
many ways to prepare for disaster, arrange for harvest season,
weather forecast and many more to make strong policies.
He pondered on Navigation Indian Constellation (NAVIC)
which is a techological contemporary technology of GPS with
much better position and time accuracy. His work on generating
3D map of region through stereo vision is a trending topic is
academia, he showed some interesting generated maps and
wished students to come up with some innovation and assure
the support of ISRO.
Few interesting points were the model creating to gauge the quality of
roads in urban and rural India. This model classify them based on
good, bad and worse conditions and report to GOI which in turn help to
work on them. On similar lines, he talked extensively on their works on
crop planting/produce estimation, disaster management activities,
communication and remote sensing activities being pursued.
To name few upcoming project CARTOSAT which is a series of high
resolution image capturing and processing is to enhance its capabilities
from 60 cms to 25 cms resolution soon which again would be a world
record.
He named few open source programs being run by ISRO and encourged students to join this organization
and make the nation proud.

Faculty Training
Turtlebot
Mechatronics department organized workshop on Robot
Operating System (ROS) and running a robot through it.Faculties
of all domains driven by interest participated, imbibed and ideated their vision of incorporating their domain knowledge into this
and craft practical and some value driven project to be taken by
students.
Workshop was carried out under Mr: Lentil Joseph who with his
profound knowledge has craved out a niche in this
industry through collaboration with many renowned companies.
Authoring six technical and conducting several workshops both
on academia and industry, Mr Lentil is poised to do something
great in this field.

The Turtle-Bot can run SLAM(simultaneous localization and
mapping) algorithms to build a map and can drive around your
room.Also, it can be controlled remotely from a laptop, joy-pad
or Android-based smart phone.
The Turtle-Bot can also follow a person’s legs as they walk in a
room. Also included are the ROS arm navigation capabilities, an
arm attachment that has been developed for manipulating objects
Workshop started of with a deep understanding the details of turtle
bot both hardware and software.
After a brief theoretical session, practical began with some writing
python scripts to move robot in a particular way, or with desired
kinematic parameters. During the workshop some interesting
packages were explored like 3D Mapping, Visualization and
techniques of Path Planning. In this 3 day workshop, faculties not
only gained insights, but also began thinking of crafting suitable
projects to be carried out by students under their supervision, to
educate students simultaneously with theoretical subjects.
Few take-aways were moving the robot from a source to destination
in the shortest possible path, identification and
dodging obstacles through creating a 3D map of the place.

A Milestone Achievement

NBA Accreditation
Department of Mechatronics Courses
are now accredited by MHRD
Department under its maiden endeavor for accreditation has successfully secured a 6 years term from
MHRD, GOI through National Assessment and Accreditation Council. This corroborates the meteoric
rise of the Department across domains and highlights the efforts of Faculties and Students to realize this.
Department is humbled to accept this feature on cap and wishes to put in more efforts to accomplish more
milestones in future. This accreditation will not only boost us but would also has a multi fold benefits for
students.

This promote and recognize excellence in technical education in colleges and universities - at both the
undergraduate and post graduate levels. Institutions, students, employers, and the public at large all
benefit from the external verification of quality provided through the NBA accreditation process.
They also benefit from the process of continuous quality improvement that is encouraged by the NBA's
developmental approach to promote excellence in technical education.

Faculty Corner
Faculties completing PhD

Dr. Munendra Singh
PhD (Image Processing)
IIT BHU

Dr. Soumya N
PhD ( Multi-agent system
inspired distributed control of
manipulaor)
NITK- Suratkal

Dr. Ankur Jaiswal
PhD (Effect of Tolerances on closed
chain planar and spatial manipulators)
VNIT Nagpur

Best Thesis Award
Dr Asha CS won "Best Mention of Jury" Award
for her thesis "Object Tracking in Infrared and
RGB Imagery" in a program held in Jyothy
Institute of Technology in association with Board of
IT Education Standards.

Student's Achievements
Our Toppers
III Sem

V Sem

VII Sem

KEERTANA HARIVITTAL 9.58 PARTHESH SAVLA 9.83
DEVANG SHETTY 9.43
PRANAV RANE 9.46
NAMAN MALPANI 9.74

ARYAN PHILIP 9.08

Academic/ Industrial Projects

Academic Projects
52%

Industrial Projects
48%

AVNEESH MISHRA 9.71
DHIRAJ MAJI
9.71
DSOUZA PASCAL

Placements/ Internship Students

Internship
54.2%

Placements
45.8%

9.62

Alumni Interaction
As famously quoted "Experience is teacher of everything" and sharing
it always benefits others. It's always a proud moment for an institute
when their proud alumnus visits the campus to interact with the
students, motivate them and guide them.
Mr: Sandesh Manik (2014-2018) talked to juniors about his journey and
achievements in the Institute. His inspirational journey ranged acorss
RoboManipal Club, numerous accolades in competition and his
freelanced venture into designing.
This talk was organized by Mr: DAP Prabhakar

Talk on Innovation & Entrepreneurship

Mr: DAP Prabhakar coordinator of
Placements and Industry liaison organized
a talk on Innovation and Entrepreneurship
for students and faculties to promote the
idea of building the attitude of innovative
creativity, problem solving approach and
employment generation.
The talk was very well received and
praised.
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